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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This is the third annual narrative report of a two-year project “Accelerating the Titling and
Protection of Public-School Land in Kenya” funded by the Embassy of the Kingdom of
Netherlands. The year 2020 marked three years since the SY Alliance Secretariat moved to
Transparency International Kenya (TI-Kenya), from the Society for International
Development (SID).
This progress report is a compilation of Shule Yangu (SY) Alliance Campaign activities
over the last one year (2020), during which the project was granted a No-Cost Extension
by its financial partner, the Embassy of the Kingdom of Netherlands (EKN), owing to the
breakout of the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic which affected the initial pace of project
implementation, thus necessitating the No-Cost Extension of the current grant. The project
is now scheduled to end on 31st March 2021. It includes project interventions implemented
over the last one year, the challenges and lessons learnt, as well as opportunities for further
work relating to the protection of public- school land in Kenya.
Initially, the project activities were scheduled to end in June 2020. Below are the specific
objectives under the current grant:
i.
Public school land titled and protected from land grab and culture of impunity.
ii.
Increased public involvement to protect public school land through local
movement building.
iii.
Strong, structured, and sustainable SY Alliance.
During the period under review, efforts were made to sustain the momentum built over
the last six years since the SY Campaign began, including sustaining the Alliance network,
and the pursuance of new collaborations aimed at securing public schools across the
country. Relationships with key government agencies were entrenched, alongside the
adoption of innovative digital technologies aimed at enhancing the data management
capabilities of government agencies tasked with the mandate of protecting public schools.
Over the last one year, the total number of schools titled rose from 11,974 to 14,168. This
translates of about 44 percent of all public schools in Kenya, up from 15 percent of schools
titled in 2015, prior to the campaign. The increase in the number of schools titled during
this period was equivalent to 18 percent, higher than the proportion of schools titled in the
previous year. This progress was as a result of the collaboration between Shule Yangu
Campaign, and the Multi-Agency Working Group on School Titling, which was gazetted
in 2018, bringing together key state agencies such as the Ministry of Education, Ministry
of Lands & Physical Planning, and the National Lands Commission.
The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic affected to some extent, the implementation of most
planned activities at both the taskforce and Shule Yangu Alliance Campaign levels,
including policy and public engagements. This was as a result of the lockdown effected by
the government, as well as guidelines issued by the Ministry of Health, limiting physical
engagements with a view of reducing the spread of the virus. Nonetheless, the SY
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Campaign adjusted to the new ways of working presented by the pandemic and managed
to undertake most of the planned activities during this time.
Shule Yangu Campaign is grateful to the Embassy of the Kingdom of Netherlands for its
continued support over the last year. Below is a summary of the campaign financial spend
as of 31st December 2020, which translates to 81% of the planned resources:
Budget Amount
Realigned SY
Budget (NCE)

Expenditure as
at 31/12/2020

Fund Balances

% of Budget
Spend

KES 11,917,173

KES 9,620,828

KES 2,296,345

81%

Programme
Costs

KES 8,564,286

KES 7,247,742

KES 1,316,544

61%

Administrative
Costs

KES 3,352,887

KES 2,373,086

KES 979,801

20%
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SUMMARY- RESULTS AGAINST CAMPAIGN FRAMEWORK

#

Promise
1

#

Result Level

Indicators

Program
Outcome by
December 2020:
14,168 public
schools are safe
and secure from
illegal land grabs.

* Public schools
surveyed and titled
* Mechanisms to address
titling and protection of
public schools
established and
functional.

2015

Targets by December 2020

Baseline
1,313

14,168

0

Adoption of special policy provision on protection of public-school land.

Titling
1.1 Outcome: Public school land titled and protected
and from land grab and culture of impunity.
Result Level

Indicators

2017
Baseline

2020 WORKFLOW
Results
by Dec
2018

Results
by Dec
2019

Results by
Dec 2020

Comments/ Variances
Status
•

1.1.1

Output: National
and County
Governments
catalyzed to title
and protect public
school land.

R.1.1 Government
mechanism put in place
to accelerate the
protection, survey and
titling of schools are
effective and functional.

R.1.2 Multi-agency
actions taken by Shule
Yangu Alliance to
protect and promote
public spaces

•
5,226

9,556

11,974

14,168

EXCEEDED
•

0

38

43

6

ACHIEVED

2,194 new titles were prepared and issued during this period,
by the Multi Agency Working Group on School Titling. This
brought the total of schools titled to 14,168 from an initial
target of 10,000 when the campaign began.
SY supported the Multi Agency Working Group on School
Titling was in the compilation of a 2-year progress report,
which is currently being finalized on.
SY supported the Inter-Ministerial Legal Working Group on
School Titling was in the development of a Public Land
Defenders Handbook, which was finalized and launched
during the review period.
• While support was offered to the Multi-Agency & and the InterMinisterial Legal Working Group on school titling during this
period, majority of the planned activities were not undertaken
owing to the lockdown instituted by the government as a result
of the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. Additionally, majority of
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•

R.1.3 No of policy
research papers
produced

R.1.4 Open Data
Platform accessible with
status of all publicschool land in Kenya
inclusive of a reporting
and feedback
mechanism.
R 1.5 Development of a
Mobile Application
linked with the Open
Data Platform

2

1

2

2

PARTIALLY
ACHIEVED

0

0

0

1

ACHIEVED

the government agencies which were part of the school
protection efforts did not have adequate budgetary support to
carry out survey, and titling events scheduled during this
period. As a result, these activities were downsized by the SY
Campaign in a No-Cost Extension granted by the EKN.
During this period, SY reached out to 46 NG-CDF patrons
(Members of Parliament) who promised to allocate funding in
the next financial year 2021/2022 to enhance the fencing
campaign, with a pilot initiated to schools titled within their
respective constituencies.

2 Policy Research Papers were initiated during this period, and
their completion will be reported in the next reporting period. The
first research document relates to the legal challenges facing school
titling, while the second one assesses the impact of the presidential
directive touching on school sponsorship by religious institutions.

The development of this platform was finalized during this period,
with its launch scheduled for the next reporting period.

The mobile application was not developed, due to the stretched
development period for the Open Data platform (R 1.4). The SY
0
0
0
campaign intends to follow up its completion in the next
implementation phase.
During this period, the SY Campaign engaged with a Member of
Parliament sponsoring an amendment Bill to the Land Act, which
R 1.6 Collaboration with
seeks to title all spaces set apart for the construction of public
Parliament and other
utilities, as opposed to the current practice of setting them apart,
1
education stakeholders
without further titling them. The bill is currently in its 2nd reading at
PARTIALLY
0
0
0
ACHIEVED
on the passing of a draft
the National Assembly. Similarly, SY Alliance campaign
bill relating to protection
collaborated with some Members of the National Assembly to
of public-school land
amplify its agenda through advocacy by pushing the Ministry to of
Lands and Physical Planning to speed up titling of public-school
land.
OUTCOME 2: INCREASED PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT TO PROTECT PUBLIC SCHOOL LAND THROUGH MOVEMENT BUILDING
0

NOT
ACHIEVED
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•
•
R.1.4 No of public
citizen actions,
communities & alumni
catalyzed to protect, add
value, or assert right to
public spaces

1.1.3

Output: Cross
community and
sectoral
organizing in
defense of the
right to education
and public
schools.

R.1.7 No of established
county level protection
alliances

•
15

50

52

30

ACHIEVED

•

0

7

10

2

PARTIALLY
ACHIEVED

While trainings for Members of Schools Boards of Management
(BOM) in Nairobi & Public Land Defenders was conducted in 10
counties, the establishment of these county-level alliances was not
possible owing to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, where physical
engagements remained limited throughout the review period. SY
will be reaching out to establishment county networks, for easier
collaboration on school protection, in place of new local alliances,
owing to the continued pandemic.
•

R.1.8 Protection and
Titling of public-school
land prioritized and
strategies of national
school alumni
associations, teachers’
association, and unions.

1

4

6

0

NOT
ACHIEVED

235 public land defenders from 10 counties were trained
during this period
There was continued legal support for the ongoing Naka case,
including a recent move by EACC to institute ADR
(Alternative Dispute Resolution) process with a view to fasttrack the conclusion of the long-running case.
Legal Support was provided to Sumbeiywo Primary School,
Kitale School, Buruburu Girls Secondary School, Dr. Muthiora
Primary School and Vikutsa Primary, currently with cases in
court.
A sensitization meeting was done to 20 members of Parents
Association of BuruBuru Girls on steps to undertake post
judgement delivered by the Land and Environment Court in
Nairobi relating to their grabbed driveway.

•

Planned engagements with School Heads through the Annual
Conference were not realized owing to the ongoing COVID-19
pandemic, which necessitated the cancellation of the KEPSHA
Annual Conference in December 2020. SY will however be
participating in virtual regional KEPSHA Conferences
scheduled in the next reporting period.
The Alumni Coffee Chats were not held during this period
owing to their cancellation by the leading SY Partner member,
Future First Kenya, as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Engagements geared at holding the chats online were
however held during this time, and their outcome will be
reported in the next implementation period.
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OWNERSHIP
Promise

#

3.1 Outcome: Strong, Structured and Sustainable
Alliance
Result Level

Indicators

2017
Baseline

2020 WORKFLOW
Results
by Dec
2018

Results
by Dec
2019

Results by
Dec 2020

Status

Comments
•

•

•
R.3.1 No of
communication and
digital story telling
materials developed
and disseminated.
3.1.1

1

22

35

20

ACHIEVED

•
•
•

Output: Increased
awareness of the
Shule Yangu Brand
Portfolio.

•
•

R.3.2 Number of
people providing
significant financial
or in-kind support for
protection of schools
catalyzed by the
implementation of the
SY strategic and fundraising activities.

2

2

6

0

NOT
ACHIEVED

1 Press Statement was released during this period,
commemorating 6 years since Langata Road Primary
playground was reclaimed.
1 investigative documentary was premiered in
collaboration with Africa Uncensored, highlighted case of
school land grabbing across Kenya
2 Blogs were published on the SY website, touching on
various ongoing efforts, as well as proposals to fast-track
the work on school titling
1 newspaper article was published during this period
3 radio interviews were conducted, to highlight the
importance of the Public Land Defenders Handbook
3 SY newsletters were published and disseminated during
this period, to provide campaign updates to SY partners
There was Increased social media coverage (29% growth on
twitter and 20% growth on Facebook respectively)
Approximately, over 2,675 people were directly reached
during the period under review, through the existing SY
platforms listed above

Potential private sector partners initially mapped and contacted
to support the campaign withdrew their initial commitments
following the dire effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on their
businesses. Efforts to progressively re-ignite the campaign are
underway and will be reported on in the next review period.
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BACKGROUND AND OPERATING CONTEXT
Children’s right to education is and has always been a key priority area for any
government in the world, and Kenya has not been left out either. In Kenya, the right to
free and compulsory education is a right enshrined and protected in the Constitution in
Article 53(b). Similarly, Kenya is a signatory to the United Nations Convention on the
Rights of the Child and the African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child that
clearly articulates the protection and promotion of the Right of every child to Education,
Play and Leisure (Art 28, 31 & Art 12 respectively). As such, the protection, defense, and
promotion of this right is an obligation of the State. Currently, the government is
implementing a new curriculum dubbed Competency Based Curriculum (CBC) that
assesses learners’ capabilities and talents beyond academic performance for instance arts
and sports, creative thinking, problem solving and self-efficacy as core competencies.
However, this vision will become bleak if public school spaces become extinct as a result
of land grabbing and or encroachment. As such, it is therefore important that public school
spaces are safe if these gains are to be realized.
Since the attempted land grabbing of Langata Road Primary School playground in 2015,
Shule Yangu Alliance Campaign has been agitating for the protection of public-school land
in Kenya. The Langata Road Primary school case gave a picture of what many public
schools are facing, ranging from land grabbing, encroachment, contestation, boundary
disputes, among others.
In the period under review, cases of land grabbing of public-school land in Kenya
continued to be reported as in previous years. Notable cases are Kitale School, Buruburu
Girls and Vikutsa primary schools in Trans Nzoia, Nairobi, and Kakamega Counties,
respectively. On the positive side, a lot has happened within the year as more schools have
been titled hence being grated the status of ‘being safe’ from land grabbing. Similarly, there
was notable interest by Parliament in the SY campaign work during this time. This was
through the ongoing collaboration with key Members of Parliament currently invested in
a legislative process, which seeks to amend the Land Act, with a view of making it
mandatory that all public land set apart for public utilities be issued with title deeds, to
reduce cases of grabbing and encroachment. This move by the National Assembly is a shot
in the arm to SY Advocacy efforts over the years, as it assures the protection of idle lands
across the country, which are set apart for the construction of public utilities, but
occasionally end up being grabbed.
During the first half of the year, the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic affected to a great
extent, the pace of implementation of the planned SY activities following several
Government’s directives such as lockdowns, as well as the outlawing of physical
engagements. These directives slowed down the Campaign activities relating to its second
outcome area (Enhancing citizen voice and collective action towards school land
protection), where most civic engagements are domiciled. To avert this challenge, the
campaign resulted to focusing on key interventions that did not require physical
interactions such as production and dissemination of Information, Education and
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Communication (IEC) materials and the development of digital technologies to enhance
access to information by stakeholders, among others. In the second half of the year, the
government eased up on the directives and the SY Campaign took this opportunity to roll
out planned civic and policy engagements at the National and county levels, while
confining these to the protocols set out by the Ministry of Health. As of December 2020,
majority of the planned civic engagements had been finalized.
In the last annual report (2019), the leadership vacuum affecting the National Lands
Commission (NLC), one of the key government agencies in school protection efforts was
highlighted. During this period, the new commissioners appointed towards the end of
2019 formally took over office and initiated strategic leadership which among others
included the launch of a new Strategic Plan, underpinning the need for NLC’s footprints
to remain embedded in the ongoing efforts to safeguard public spaces. This development
goes a long way in ensuring the reliability of the Commission, which has a constitutional
mandate to protect public spaces, thereby making it a critical player in the furtherance of
SY Campaign objectives.
During this period, the education calendar was affected by the ongoing pandemic. First,
was the directive that closed all Kenyan schools between March and October, thus
affecting the learning calendar, as well as the planned activities with Primary and
Secondary school heads as well as members of Boards of Management. Secondly,
following the resumption of the school terms, strict measures were instituted, reducing
the level of engagement between school heads and external partners. This revised calendar
by the Ministry of Education is expected to remain in place for the next two years, until a
reversion to the old calendar is re-introduced.

PROGRESS TOWARDS CAMPAIGN RESULTS
3.1 Highlights of key results achieved, linked to the overall SY Campaign outcome
The overall objective under the current Campaign implementation framework is to
accelerate the protection of schools against illegal land grabs, support the government to
issue 10,000 title deeds to public schools and support communities in targeted 10 counties
to own their schools. For the period between January – December 2020, the campaign
yielded the following detailed results, which are anchored on the framework below.
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The SY Campaign 2020 Implementation Framework

3.2 Results achieved in detail
Outcome 1: Public School Land titled and protected from land grab and culture of impunity
This outcome domiciles SY Campaign interventions which seek strengthen government
mechanisms towards school protection. This includes support and collaboration with the
Multi-Agency Working on school titling, the Inter-Ministerial Legal Working Group on
school titling, and engagements with other key government institutions such as
Parliament, which are geared towards enhancing school protection in Kenya.
RA 1.1: Government mechanisms put in place to accelerate the protection, survey
and titling of schools are effective and functional
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During the period under review, there was an 18 percent increase in the number of schools
titled, from 11,974 in 2019, to 14,168 out of a total of 32,354 public schools. This translates
to an increase of 44 percent of the proportion of schools titled, up from 15 percent in 2015,
prior to the establishment of the SY
Campaign Alliance. The progress in
school titling is attributed to the
ongoing collaboration by the SY
Campaign, with key government
mechanisms instituted to fast-track
school land protection, including data
management and advocacy support.
The existing government mechanisms
include the Multi-Agency Working
Group on school titling, which was
gazette in 2018, with the mandate to
accelerate the titling of public schools in
Kenya. The Working Group comprises
of the Ministry of Education, Ministry
of Lands & Physical Planning, the
National Lands Commission and Shule
Yangu Alliance Campaign for the
Protection of Public Schools.
Gazette Notice on the appointment of the Multi-Agency Working
Group on School Titling in 2018

During the period under review, the SY Campaign supported the Multi-Agency Working
Group (also interchangeable referred to as the taskforce) in the compilation of a 2-year
progress report to its appointing authorities, and other key stakeholders who have been
part of the school protection efforts since 2016. The completion and dissemination of the
taskforce report stretched into the next reporting period and will be reported substantively
in the next period.
Following the gazettement of the taskforce in 2018, an Inter-Ministerial Legal Working
Group (IMLWG) was operationalized in 2019, to support the taskforce with legal cases
facing schools, and which hampers their titling. The IMLWG draws its membership from
the Office of the Director of Public Prosecution, Office of the Attorney General, Ethics and
Anti-Corruption Commission, Commission on Administrative Justice, listed state agencies
which form the taskforce, and SY Campaign represented by Transparency International
Kenya & East African Center for Human Rights (EACHRights).
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The Handbook for Public School Land Defenders

During the period under review, SY Campaign supported the IMLWG in developing and
launching a Handbook for Public Land Defenders, which seeks to act as a source book on
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) related to Public School Land Titling. The handbook
primarily targets school heads, members of schools’ Boards of Management (BOMs) and
active citizens involved in local efforts to protect public spaces in our communities.
In the second half of 2020, a Member of Parliament for Ruiru, Hon. Simon King’ara
sponsored a bill in the National Assembly, seeking to amend the Land Act, by making it
mandatory that every land set aside for public purposes be titled henceforth. Presently,
the practice involves hiving off public utility land during subdivisions of land parcels
without necessarily titling them. With the adoption of this amendment bill, there will be
enhanced protection of public spaces, including idle land which is currently vulnerable to
grabbing or encroachment. The bill seeks to have these lands titled under the Cabinet
Secretary to the Treasury in Trust of the owner(s), as per the legal requirement spelt out
by the Cabinet Secretary to the Treasury Act.
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Immediately the MP filed the
motion for the petition, SY
Campaign reached out to him
seeking to collaborate, and
went on to share resources
developed by the Campaign
over the years, with an aim of
strengthening the bill as it
navigated
through
the
legislative
processes
in
Parliament. As a result of this
engagement, the MP made
numerous references to the
Handbook for Public Land Defenders during the introduction of the Land (Amendment)
Bill No. 54 of 2019 for a second reading at the National Assembly on 15th October 20201,
thus enhancing the SY Campaign work within Parliament.
Additionally, Shule Yangu Alliance Campaign drafted a question to Hon. Gideon Keter
(Nominated) as part of the advocacy mechanisms aimed at pushing the government to fasttrack the titling of public-school land in Kenya. This question was tabled on the floor of
the National Assembly as an ordinary question on Wednesday, February 26th 2020,
prompting the summoning of the Cabinet Secretary in charge of Lands, to provide an
update, which revealed the increase in the number of schools titled to 14,168.
To effectively protect already titled public-school land and avert encroachment, Shule
Yangu Alliance Campaign catalyzes private actors and public agencies to play a role. In
the period under review, SY Campaign reached out to private companies through
Community Social Responsibilities (CSR’s) as well as 46 members of National Assembly
through the National Government –Constituency Development Fund (NG-CDF) to
support the fencing campaigns. However, this was not realized owing to the economic
effects of the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic on the private entities. On the National
Government – Constituency Development Fund (NG-CDF), the 46 Members of Parliament
contacted promised to factor this request in their Constituency’s next financial year
(2021/2022).
RA 1.2: Multi-agency actions taken by Shule Yangu Alliance to protect and promote
public spaces including Public Interest Litigation cases and Review of legal
precedence on school land cases
Shule Yangu finalized development of the SY Open Data platform on school titling during
this period. The platform is aimed at enhancing access to information by availing real-time
information on school titling efforts to key stakeholders, and public land defenders across
the country. It had been a long-standing ambition by the SY Campaign since its inception
1

National Assembly Hansard Report, Thursday 15th October 2020, Morning session:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=m6Q7DPWfUU8 (From 2hr 17th Minute)
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in 2015, as it was intended to completement ongoing efforts aimed at tooling communities
with relevant, accurate data about their schools, through which they can protect these
critical spaces from being grabbed or encroached upon. The launch of the SY Open Data
platform is scheduled in March 2021 and will be reported on substantively in the next
reporting phase.

A Collage of the SY OpenData Platform on School Titling

During the period under review, SY Campaign in collaboration with its partner members
commissioned two policy research papers. One of these policy research papers seeks to
build up on an initial research paper conducted by SY in 2019, seeking to assess the role of
religious school sponsors, in the school titling processes. This emanated from a
controversy sparked by President Uhuru Kenyatta in 2018, after he ordered the Ministry
of Education to restore the ownership of all Church-owned land and built schools back to
their “rightful owners”. The President further directed the Ministry to restore Church
sponsorship of schools, which traditionally used to be under their care. This Presidential
directive was met with mixed reactions from the members of the public, and celebration
from the religious organizations which included the Catholic Church. However, there
were pertinent issues surrounding the directive that remain unresolved, including the
following:
•
•

Was the presidential directive supported by the law?
What was the effect of having the schools land titles under religious institutions,
in as far as school protection efforts are concerned?
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One of the SY Partner organizations, EACHRights took up the commissioning of a deeper
analysis in the form of a position paper, whose completion was affected by the current
covid-19 pandemic. It is set to be finalized within the next reporting period.
The second policy research paper sought to examine ways in which the titling of public
schools could be accelerated, and how schools at risk can be protected through better
response from the legal institutions mandated to implement effective policy, laws, and
administrative procedures. Further the paper sought to document and analyze the legal
challenges hampering the titling of public-school land in Kenya. The completion of this
research was slowed down by non-performance by the identified consultant, necessitating
the SY campaign to formally take up the writing of the paper towards the end of the year,
and the outcome of this will be reported on in the subsequent reporting period.
Outcome 2: Increased public involvement to protect public school land through local
movement building
This outcome area brings together SY interventions aimed at the creation and
strengthening of grassroot voices towards school land protection. Further, it includes the
campaign efforts geared to establish and sustain partnerships with key non-state actors,
who work to complement government-led mechanisms towards school protection.
RA 2.1: No of public citizen actions, communities and alumni catalyzed
Following the development of the Handbook for Public School Land Defenders, a launch
of the Handbook was conducted during this period, bringing together key government
agencies, public land defenders and other key stakeholders from the education and lands
sector, with an aim of enhancing collaboration around the capacity building of citizens
and school management teams, on school land protection. This launch was conducted as
part of an online advocacy campaign which sought to commemorate five (5) years since
Langata Road Primary School Playground was reclaimed. Other interventions included
the release of a newspaper article seeking to call on the government, to accelerate titling
efforts for all remaining schools. An e-version of the Handbook can be accessed here.
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Participants at the Launch of the Handbook for Public School Land Defenders

Trainings on school protection conducted for Schools’ BOMs and Parents Associations
were particularly important, as evidence generated by the SY Alliance revealed instances
of complicities by BOMs
in the grabbing of
public-school lands. A
case in point is the
Victoria Primary School
in Kisumu, whose land
was hived off and
subsequently grabbed
by a former Chairperson
of the School Board of
Management.
Soon after the launch of
the
School
Land
Defenders Handbook,
BOM trainings were
conducted in Nairobi
County in collaboration with the IMLWG on school titling, and the Ministry of Education,
as part of the induction programme for newly unveiled schools’ boards of management.
A total of 62 members of schools’ boards of management was trained. 35 of these were
men, while 27 were women. Similarly, a capacity building session was held for Parents
Association of Buruburu Girls Secondary School in December 2020, following the grabbing
of the school’s driveway. SY Campaign continued to support the school in dealing with
this case.
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During this period, Shule Yangu Alliance partnered with several CSOs in penning an
Open Letter to the Cabinet Secretary for Education, on Transparency & Accountability
Concerns in the Procurement of Locally Assembled Desks for Schools. The Open letter can
be accessed here. These advocacy efforts were buttressed later in the year, with revelations
on the corruption incidences involving government efforts in the containment of COVID19 pandemic, such as the KEMSA (Kenya Medical Supplies Agency) scandal. 2
RA 2.2: No of established county level school protection alliances
SY partnered with the Inter-Ministerial Legal Working Group on school titling, to training
235 public land defenders in 10 counties across the country. Of these, 44 percent (104) were
women. These sensitization efforts to the counties exceeded the initial target of 10 counties
at the start of the current grant
supported by EKN, as more
than 14 counties have so far
been reached through the
trainings since 2018. This
achievement was possible
despite the ongoing pandemic
which resulted to county
lockdowns during the first
half of 2020, as it was rolled
out in the second half of the
year,
immediately
the
lockdown directive was eased
by the Government through
A public land defender at at training in Kilifi County
the Ministry of Health protocols. The public land defenders so far trained by SY campaign
under this grant will be organized into the local county protection alliances as part of
ensuring continuity of the advocacy efforts at both national and county levels.
RA 2.3: Protection and titling public school land prioritized in school alumni
associations and unions
Unlike in previous years, where the SY Campaign has participated at the annually held
KEPSHA (Kenya Primary School Heads Association) Conference, in 2020 SY did not
participate in the conference owing to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, which
necessitated its cancellation. The KEPSHA conference attracts more than 20,000 public
school heads across all 47 counties. Previously, SY Campaign has set up exhibition desks
at the week-long conference, as well as facilitating some of the sessions, which touch on
the broader subject on leadership and management towards school resources.
Similarly, the planned Alumni Coffee Chats which are useful in catalyzing the support of
alumni associations towards school protection were not held during this period, owing to
2

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-54278417
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their cancellation by the leading SY Partner member, Future First Kenya, as a result of the
COVID-19 pandemic. Engagements geared at holding the Alumni chats online were
initiated during this time, and their outcome will be reported in the next implementation
period. In the period under review, Shule Yangu Alliance Campaign teamed up with the
alumni of Kitale School to highlight their plight of a grabbed piece of land belonging to
their former school. SY conducted a fact-finding mission and helped advocate for this to
the Senate standing Committee on Land and Environment. This collaboration prompted
the National Land Commission and the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission to
conduct independent investigations into the Kitale Case.
Outcome 3: Strong Structured and Sustainable Alliance
This outcome area relates to SY Campaign interventions which are aimed at realizing a
sustainable campaign framework, alongside catalyzing organic support among SY
Campaign partners and key stakeholders in the education and land governance sectors.
RA 3.1: No. of communication and digital story telling materials developed
disseminated
Over the last one year, the various SY Campaign digital platforms registered notable
growth, occasioned by the enhancement of virtual engagements as a result of the ongoing
covid-19 pandemic. With limited opportunities for physical engagements, the SY
campaign resulted to online advocacy
through the available digital platforms
which include Twitter, Facebook,
Mailchimp, SY Website and the recently
launched Open Data platform on school
titling.
During this period, the SY handle rose to
1,647 followers which translates to 29
percent growth since 2018, and 8 percent
up from 2019. On the other hand, the SY
Facebook page grew to 528 followers,
two years since it was set up in 2018.
Contributing to this growth, was the dissemination of three (3) newsletters, two (2) blogs
and one (1) newspaper article published during this time. Additionally, the online premier
of the 3rd documentary dubbed, “My School My Responsibility” took place during this
period.
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A poster for the premier of the 3rd SY Documentary

The documentary, which was produced through a collaboration between SY Campaign
and Africa Uncensored has earned 1,180 views so far on YouTube3. It is the final piece in
a 3-part series of investigative documentaries released 4by SY Campaign since 2016, with
an aim of documenting the challenges facing various public schools in Kenya, and the dire
effects of grabbing on the right to education in Kenya. The documentary highlighted the
grabbing incidences in four schools across the country. One of these cases includes
Kiembeni Baptist Primary School in the coastal region, which is currently embroiled in a
tussle with the Kiembeni Baptist Church. Victoria Primary School in Kisumu County on
the hand, lost its land through the conniving of some members of the school board of
management. Other schools featured in the documentary included Garden Estate
Secondary School and St. Catherine Primary school both in Nairobi county, whose land
had been grabbed by private developers. The schools are part of the database of schools

3

“My School My Responsibility” Documentary: https://youtu.be/PQdhCfX8lqI

“My School My Life” Documentary: https://youtu.be/n0wqkEf8ROY
“Not My School” Documentary: https://youtu.be/JvdRFrah5c4
4
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being supported by SY Campaign Alliance, through the Inter-Ministerial Legal Working
Group on School titling.
Approximately, over 2,675 people were directly reached during the period under review,
through the existing SY platforms listed above.

Some of the Newletters disseminated during the period

SY released a press statement earlier in the year, to commemorate six (6) years since
Langata Road Primary school playground was reclaimed, through the courage exhibited
by pupils, parents and the Langata School community. The presser sought to among
others, urge the mandated government agencies to fast-track the titling process for all
remaining public schools, in order to avert a potential repeat of #OccupyPlayGround
demonstration, such as the one that reclaimed the playground in 2015.
Similarly, SY conducted three-one-hour interviews on radio to augment SY advocacy
efforts, besides enlightening communities on how they can protect public school land
within their communities. These shows were done on Emoo FM, West FM and Radio
Jambo. The listenership of the three media houses targeted Rift Valley, Western region,
and the National level, respectively.
RA 3.2: No. of people providing significant financial or in-kind support
The Fencing (Adopt-A-Fence) Campaign did not pick up as anticipated, following the
withdrawal of identified private sector partners who had initially been mapped and
contacted to support the campaign. The mapped partners cited economic challenges
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occasioned by the COVID-19 pandemic on their businesses. Efforts to progressively reignite the campaign in the wake of the ongoing pandemic are underway, and will be
reported on in the next review period
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CHALLENGES AND LESSONS
The world continues to grapple with the effects of the ongoing covid-19 pandemic, which has so far claimed 3 million lives around
the globe, and over 2,000 Kenyan lives as of March 2021. The SY Campaign activities were affected at the onset of the breakout,
following the suspension of public engagements by the Kenyan Government, with an aim of containing the spread of the virus.
While the protocols were later eased during the review period, the undertaking of some activities was hampered. These include
engagements with Parliament, both the Senate and the National Assembly, as a result of prolonged recess and the initial absence
of virtual provisions of engagement by these critical stakeholders. As a result of the ongoing pandemic, challenges relating to the
engagement of school heads was affected, following a revision of the education calendar, which kicked off in October 2020.
Fortunately, towards the end of the reporting period, policy makers began embracing virtual engagement platforms, thus
enhancing our policy related interventions such as the ongoing collaboration with the Multi-Agency Working Group, and the InterMinisterial Legal Working Group on School titling.
Below is a compilation of the challenges faced, as well as the lessons and mitigation strategies employed during this period:
Challenge

Description

Mitigation/Lessons Learnt

The absence of an effective
Accountability system on the
Presidential Directive on
School Titling

There appears to be no mechanism within the
Executive Office of the President, to monitor and
assess the progress made with regards to the
Presidential Directive. As a result, there’s
occasional lethargy among the key actors tasked
with the mandate to accelerate school titling, thus
slowing down the pace of school land protection.

Consistent outreach efforts targeting the
Executive Office of the President,
alongside advocacy approaches aimed at
influencing the establishment of the
accountability structure, to enhance fasttracking of the titling process.

Lack of proper coordination
of Government interventions
related to school titling

During this period, the Ministry of Lands &
Physical Planning unveiled the National Titling
Programme, aimed at accelerating titling for all
public entities in all sectors. While this programme
is adequately funded, the Multi-Agency Working
Group continues to face funding challenges
affecting its work.

Constant Advocacy and outreach efforts
targeting the Cabinet Secretary & the
Principal Secretary in charge of the
Lands Ministry, as well as the top brass
at the National Lands Commission, to
influence this policy direction by the
actors.
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Inadequate budgetary and
operational support to key
government agencies
mandated with school titling

The Multi-Agency Working Group has largely
remained unfunded, slowing down the pace of its
work, and by extension, the titling process of the
remaining schools.

Advocacy targeting Parliamentary
committees on Land and Education in
the Senate & National Assembly, with a
view of enhancing budgetary allocation
to key state agencies such as the Ministry
of Lands, Ministry of Education & the
National Lands Commission.

Ongoing COVID-19
pandemic

The pandemic continues to threaten the pace of
planned activities, following the occasional review
of the containment guidelines, through directives
such as lockdowns and the banning of public
engagements.

Sustaining virtual engagement
approaches with all key stakeholders
until the pandemic eases. Equally, to
continually provide thought leadership
on key campaign objectives, which can
easily be conducted remotely.
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR FURTHER WORK ON SCHOOL PROTECTION
Over the last one year, SY Campaign interventions have contributed to the furtherance of
campaign objectives, while at the same time presenting several opportunities worth pursuing
by the SY Alliance, with the support and collaboration of key partners. Some of the identified
opportunities worth pursuing include the following:
1. Pursuing Policy Reforms engagements with Parliament

Towards the end of this review period, the SY Campaign was successful in getting the attention
of Parliament, through a briefing session with the Senate Standing Committee on Education and
the Departmental Committee on Lands at the National Assembly. The members of the
committee exhibited enthusiasm to partner with the SY campaign in accelerating the titling
process for over 18,000 public schools which are still not titled. To effectively inform this
engagement, SY will require to maintain thought leadership on issues such as the sponsorship
of schools by religious institutions. Additionally, the identified gaps within the legal framework
guiding school titling could easily be achieved through partnership with Parliament. These
include amendments to the Cabinet Secretary to the Treasury Act, allowing provisions for
digital signing of transfer documents prepared by the National Treasury, with a view of
accelerating the school titling process. Another key amendment relates to the Land Act, with an
obligation to include the Attorney General and the National Lands Commission (NLC) as
parties in all petitions involving public school lands moving forward. This is to avoid cases of
school heads & Boards of Management fighting court battles alone for years as is the practice
today.
2. Strengthening local school protection alliances

Previous trainings targeting schools’ boards of management and human rights defenders has
led to an increase in the proportion of active citizens organically defending their public -school
spaces within their communities. During the review period, numerous citizens contacted SY
Campaign for collaborative support to the school protection efforts they were already engaged
in, following the initial trainings undertaken by the campaign in the past. A case study of this is
Vikutsa Primary School in Kakamega, where alumni members previously trained by SY
campaign are currently engaged in reclamation efforts for their school land. It is therefore
necessary for the SY Campaign to progressively strengthen existing mechanisms for school land
protection at county levels, as well as their establishment in counties lacking these grassroot
alliances. SY will continue to leverage on opportunities by its partner alliance members to
sustain efforts leading up to the establishment and support of the local alliance networks.
3. Adopting Strategic Litigation advocacy for schools at risk

While the SY Campaign is a member of the Inter-Ministerial Legal Working Group (IMLWG)
on School titling, there have been occasions in the last one year where legal cases facing schools
require an effective litigation strategy that includes advocacy on the petition areas. Due to the
complexities of such cases, the IMLWG may not be able to provide the needed support, thus
creating an opportunity for pro bono legal support within the legal fraternity, which sometimes
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presents the needed public interest in a case, eventually increasing its success rate. The SY
campaign could get into strategic partnerships with institutions such as the Law Society of
Kenya among others, in ensuring that such cases receive the needed legal support, and the
resultant advocacy for the benefit of the schools.
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1: A snippet of the Land (Amendment) Bill by Hon. Simon King’ara
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Appendix 2: Communication on the unveiling of the National Titling Program by President Uhuru Kenyatta
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The Shule Yangu Alliance Campaign acknowledges the support of the Embassy of
the Kingdom of Netherlands for the financial support during this period. We also
acknowledge the support and collaboration of our partners, and the media for their
contribution towards the achievements contained in this report

SHULE YANGU ALLIANCE MEMBERS
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